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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Background: On September 2, 2020, the Cumberland Police Department and Town officials 
were made aware of an article published in the Maine Bar Journal (Vol. 35, No. 3, 2020, pp. 
110-113). The article was written by Attorney Krystal Williams and titled “Why White 
Privilege Is a Necessary Part of Any Conversation on Racism.” The article included the 
following text, referencing contact with Cumberland officers on traffic stops in early 2019: 
When I am stopped by a Cumberland police officer because – allegedly – the small light 
that illuminates my license plate is out on one side – it’s personal. And when that same 
officer sees my ACLU and Maine Law tote bags in my back seat and “lets” me go only to 
follow me until I reach my house – it’s personal. When I am stopped on my way to the 
gym by a Cumberland police officer who approaches my car yelling, “Do you have a gun?!” 
– it’s personal. 

 
Initial Steps: Immediately upon learning of the article, we considered it a complaint of bias- 
based policing against the Cumberland Police Department, and we promptly notified the 
Maine Attorney General’s Office of Investigations of the complaint. Due to the very public 
nature of the allegations, and at the request of the complainant, Chief Rumsey contacted 
an outside agency, the Augusta Police Department, and requested that it assign an 
investigator to conduct a thorough, independent investigation. The investigation was 
conducted to determine if there was any evidence that officers of the Cumberland Police 
Department violated any department policies or state laws regarding their contacts with 
Ms. Williams. The Cumberland Police Department, like all Maine law enforcement 
agencies, has a policy that prohibits bias based policing (defined as “targeting an individual 
based on a trait common to a group for law enforcement action to include, but not limited 
to, race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, religion, socioeconomic 
status, age, national origin, or ancestry.”). The Cumberland Police Department also has 
policies prohibiting criminal conduct and any conduct that casts doubt on the integrity, 
honesty, judgement, or character of officers, or that brings discredit to the agency, or 
impairs the agency’s efficient and effective operation. 

 
Investigation: The external investigation conducted by Augusta Police Department revealed 
that Ms. Williams was stopped two separate times, about a month apart in the spring of 
2019, by two different officers for two minor traffic violations. Both officers, when 
interviewed by the Augusta police detective, said that they follow routine steps during 
traffic stops that include a question about weapons in the vehicle. The officers said that 
they routinely ask this question, as well as other questions, of motorists they stop, 
regardless of traits common to a group or seriousness of a perceived offense. In the first 
traffic stop, the investigation determined that the stop took place approximately .68 miles 
from where Ms. Williams was living – a drive of approximately 1 minute and 9 seconds 
from the location of the stop to Williams’ residence. Neither officer had any recollection 
of their contacts with Ms. Williams. 

 
Upon completion of the investigation by the Augusta Police, the investigator’s report was 
reviewed by the Attorney General’s Office of Investigations, which found the investigation 
to have been thorough and complete. 



Conclusion: Chief Charles Rumsey and Captain David Young carefully reviewed the 
investigative report provided by the Augusta Police Department and concluded that it 
contains no evidence of violations of department policy or state law. Accordingly, no 
disciplinary action will be taken against the officers in question. The investigative report 
provided by Augusta Police Department is confidential under state law. See 30-A M.R.S. 
§2702(1)(B)(5). 

 
We encourage any individual who feels he or she has had an interaction with a member of 
the Cumberland Police Department where inappropriate, unprofessional, or illegal conduct 
occurred to contact us as soon as possible. Timely reports increase the likelihood that vital 
information and evidence will be available to investigators. 

 
The Cumberland Police Department is engaged at the state and local level in working to 
ensure that our policies, training, and conduct are fair, constitutional, and free from bias. 
Every member of the department has been trained in implicit human bias and cultural 
awareness, and we will continue to provide our officers annual training on these and other 
topics. These allegations of bias based policing took place about 18 months ago, and 
department video retention policies for citizen contacts where no enforcement action was 
taken did not allow for review of the traffic stops in question during the investigation. Our 
retention policies have been increased with a goal of allowing for the retrieval and review 
of such videos for approximately 24 months. We will continue to strive to achieve best 
practice policing in a community where we are proud – and fortunate – to serve. Our core 
values are dedication, respect, integrity, vigilance, excellence, and nobility. These values 
drive our intentions and actions every day. 

 
This release has been reviewed and approved by Town of Cumberland administration as 
well as the involved police officers’ union, the Cumberland Police Benevolent Association. 


